
Notes of VCS Assembly Executive Committee online meeting  

17th May 2021  

Present:-  Joe Jackson (chair) , Anne Lyall, Sue Ashmore, Ralph Firth, Andrea 

Perrett,  Maggie Bailey, Mary Ormston(part) Ann Atkinson, Liz Ions,  

Apologies:-   John McGough, Jon Niblo, Abi Conway, Gill Smith 

1.Notes of last meeting 

Anne asked for amendment to notes of the last meeting in relation to her feedback. 

Ann reported that actions from the last meeting had been completed. She stated that 

in relation to the food partnerships that the criteria for funding had not been finalised 

for most although she was aware of grants being allocated in the north. She would 

follow up at the next Food Network meeting. Emma Richardson had informed Anne 

that she would provide the criteria for the grants 

Action:- Ann to amend notes of last meeting and follow up on grant criteria 

with Food Partnership leads  

2.Feedback from Executive members 

Arts and Culture 

Andrea in addition to her written feedback raised the issue of Headway Arts 

concerns about possible plans for the a new arts centre in the Blyth Town Plan, 

given that Headway Arts already have an arts venue and not clear what the Council 

want from this. Andrea informed that Tom Bradley on the Blyth Town Team for the 

VCS may be aware of this. 

Action: - Andrea to inform Headway Arts that Tom Bradley may be able to 

provide more information about Blyth Town plans and to ask if Headway Arts 

want the Assembly’s support with this. 

Equalities 

Sue informed that had attended an event and informed about the link with obesity 

and COVID-19 and that initiatives had not been successful in addressing this. Needs 

a holistic approach, looking at the individual’s needs as a whole. Also stated that 

misinformation about suicide rates that had not increased during the pandemic. She 

drew attention to the Public Health website that was very informative. 

Health and Social Care 

Maggie stated that meeting with NCT had involved much wider group including 

Public Health, CCG, Healthwatch and ADAPT. Wanted the focus to be on 

developing an action plan to address social isolation but involved more talking and 

no clear direction for taking forward. Maggie reiterated this in an email following the 

meeting.  Maggie shared the slides on Health’s principles for VCSE engagement and 

working with the sector. The CCG are coming to the next Health and Social Care 

network meeting. Ralph stated that health have difficulty giving way, are very 



defensive and lack trust, so this is very much a period of exploration, recognising 

that working together takes time, energy and commitment. The HSC network are 

committed to being involved. Health need the VCS who reach the most vulnerable 

and hard to reach and reduce demand on health for acute care. 

Anne informed that Cygnus Support would be employing Social Prescribers in 

Ashington which was a positive step forward. 

North of Tyne Combined Authority 

Anne informed about the economic impact of COVID-19  - unemployment peaked 

and under 5.5%. Optimistic outlook regarding the economy. The economy has grown 

in the last month and there has not been a disproportionate impact, but above the 

national average. 15% furloughed and whilst more money going into savings, 

poverty also on the rise. The skills gap in the NE is narrowing and in a good position 

for jobs in low carbon sector. Report on Rural Lives by Northumbria University found 

funding cuts in the sector, shift in competitive tendering, a reliance on volunteers and 

importance of community development trusts. Anne pleaded for more consultation 

with the VCS and understanding what the sector can do to contribute to the Shared 

Prosperity Fund .The sector needs to identify what it wants to deliver. 

3. Update from AA on activities 

Ann informed that regular meetings were being held with Social Prescriber Link 

Workers to share information, signpost and support. Housing, benefits and gap in 

low level mental health identified as key areas of support needed by recipients of the 

service. 

Network meeting held in North, SE and West which are well attended and valued by 

attendees to share information and identify opportunities for working together and to 

inform of Assembly and NCVA activities. 

Food Network - collating information on users of food banks to get a county wide 

picture. Also keeping up to date with Food Partnerships. 

Ann informed that Andrea Baxter, Groundwork NE would attend future Climate 

Change Steering Group and would provide a report for the Executive. 

A representative from North Northumberland to sit on the Executive had not been 

found to date so Ann had decided to leave until we have a better understanding of 

the future of the Assembly. 

Ann has undertaken a State of the Sector Survey and has 52 responses to date. She 

summarised some of the findings so far and informed that a report would be written 

and shared with the Executive in due course. 

4.Future of VCS Assembly 

Anne reminded attendees that contract for the Commission was until 31st March 

2021 and an extension for six months had been agreed to allow the Council to 

consult with the sector. Currently do not know the future. A report will be going to 

Council on 26th May. If not the funding, will not be able to continue with the Assembly 



so in a precarious situation. Andrea suggested fundraising for the position and Anne 

informed that it was difficult to raise funding for an Assembly. It was thought useful if 

we could find an income stream so could continue to undertake services of the 

Assembly. Maggie suggested possibilities from the Thriving Communities Fund or 

NHS engagement and partnership working. Mary suggested lobbying councillors to 

inform about concerns and value of the Assembly. It was stated that we need to 

know the outcome by the end of June. Anne will look at the contract as NCVA 

responsibility and get in touch with the Council about contractual arrangements if not 

heard by end of June 

Action: - Anne to look at contractual arrangements in relation to the 

Commission and remind the local authority about their responsibilities 

regarding any notice period, if there was no further development on the 

commission by June 2021. 

Joe to write to the local authority to ask about the future relationship with the 

VCS Assembly post September 2021 

5. AOB – none 

Date of next meeting  

Monday 23rd August 12.00 noon if face to face or 12.30pm if online. 

 

 


